Abstract. The spectrum of dimensions for Poincaré recurrences of Markov maps is obtained by constructing a sequence of approximating maps whose spectra are known to be solution of non-homogeneous Bowen equations. We prove that the spectrum of the Markov map also satisfies such an equation.
1. Introduction. Recently, the spectrum of dimensions for Poincaré recurrences (the Poincaré spectrum for short) has been introduced to characterize dynamical systems in the framework of multifractal analysis [1] . Roughly speaking, it consists of a fractal dimension α c associated not only to the diameter of sets, but also to the Poincaré recurrences of these sets. The relative importance between the geometric and the dynamical properties is controlled by a parameter q. The Poincaré spectrum is then the function q → α c (q).
The Poincaré spectrum has been computed for maps on Cantor sets of the real line that are conjugated to specified subshifts and it has been related to other dynamical characteristics [2] . For instance, in the case of conformal repellers, the inverse map α −1 c is the Legendre transform of the entropy spectrum of Lyapunov exponents.
In this paper, we compute the Poincaré spectrum for Markov maps (Theorem 3.1). We prove that the formula obtained in [2] holds in this more general situation. In other words, the disconnectedness condition can be relaxed in the case of uniformly hyperbolic systems.
In addition to the result itself, the proof of Theorem 3.1 has its own interest. A method for approximating a Markov map by a sequence of maps on Cantor sets, which are conjugated to subshifts of finite type, is presented (Section 4). Applying the result of [2] to the approximations, we obtain the result by proving the convergence of the pressure of the sequence of approximations to the pressure of the full Markov map (Proposition 4.4). Here, we should point out that convergence to the full pressure does not follow from the well-known continuity of the pressure with respect to the potential [9] . Z + is a closed and σ-invariant set. A point ω ∈ Ω is denoted by ω = {ω k } k≥0 . When the set Ω is specified through a transition matrix A, i.e. ω ∈ Ω iff A ω k ,ω k+1 = 1, k ≥ 0, the subshift is said to be a topological Markov chain.
Given the word ω 0 · · · ω n , ω i ∈ {0, · · · , p − 1}, the subset [ω 0 · · · ω n ] := {ω ∈ Ω : 
The subshift (Ω, σ) is said to be specified (or to have the specification property) if there exists n 0 ∈ Z + such that for any pair of admissible words, ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 0 · · · ω m , there exists k ≤ n 0 and a word ω 0 · · · ω k such that the concatenated
The subshift (Ω, σ) is said to be (topologically) mixing if there exists k 0 ∈ Z + (the mixing time) such that for any admissible words ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 0 · · · ω m and any k ≥ k 0 , there exists a word ω 0 · · · ω k such that the concatenated word
Any mixing topological Markov chain is specified and has positive topological entropy.
We shall use approximations of Markov maps by maps on Cantor sets of the real line conjugated to mixing subshifts. Denote by Λ ⊂ R the Cantor set obtained by a given Moran construction [7] associated to the subshift (Ω, σ). By construction, there exist a map h : Ω → Λ, a number ρ ∈ R, ρ ≥ 1, and a Hölder continuous function λ : Ω → (0, 1) such that
for any ω ∈ [ω 0 · · · ω n ] and any n ∈ Z + .
2.2.
Poincaré spectrum of maps on Cantor sets. Let (I, T ) be a dynamical system where I is a metric space and T : I → I is a map. Following the general Carathéodory construction, given α, q ∈ R + and subset Y ⊂ I, we define the outer measure
where the infimum is taken over all finite or countable covers C of Y by balls with diameter not larger than . In (2), the set function M is defined as follows
where τ (A) = inf{n ∈ N : T n (A) ∩ A = ∅} is the first return time of set A, also called [1] the Poincaré recurrence of the set A. The outer measure M(α, q, Y ) has, in the parameter α, a transition value in R, denoted by α c (q, Y ), which is such that
The map q → α c (q, Y ) is called the spectrum of dimensions for Poincaré recurrences for Y with respect to T . Our results on the Poincaré spectrum of Markov maps are expressed using the concept of topological pressure. The topological pressure P Ω (ϕ) of the potential ϕ : Ω → R is defined by the limit
where
In [2] , the authors have computed the Poincaré spectrum for maps on Cantor sets of the real line conjugated to specified subshifts. For future reference, we quote this result.
Theorem 2.1. [2] Assume that Λ ⊂ R is a Cantor set resulting from a Moran construction associated to the subshift (Ω, σ). Assume that the dynamical system (Λ, T ) is topologically conjugated to (Ω, σ). Assume in addition that this subshift is specified and has positive topological entropy. Then, in the domain α, q ∈ R + , the spectrum α c (q, Λ) is the solution of the equation P Ω (α log λ) = q.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 uses disconnectedness of the Cantor set Λ. We prove that this result holds also for mixing expanding Markov maps defined on the whole interval. 
There exists a collection of intervals, called basic intervals,
, such that, for each i, the following conditions hold: (a). T is C 1+ on Int(I i ) and inf{|T (x)| :
When T is a Markov map, the system (I, T ) has an associated topological Markov chain (Ω, σ) [8] . That is to say, there exists a continuous map h : Ω → I such that
To specify the map h, consider for each admissible word ω 0 · · · ω n , n ≥ 0, the intervals
where the second equality follows from property (m3). The coding function is expressed as follows
For every n ≥ 0, every basic intervals I ω0 , can be written as the following union
The intervals I ω0···ωn in the previous union intersect each other at most at their boundaries. Thus, it is natural to endow Ω with the metric The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a Markov map on I such that the associated topological Markov chain (Ω, σ) is mixing. Then, in the domain α, q ∈ R + , the spectrum of dimension for Poincaré recurrences α c (q, I) is the solution of the equation
Hence, the Poincaré spectrum for mixing Markov maps is the solution of a nonhomogeneous Bowen equation. In the case of piecewise affine maps whose topological Markov chain is the full shift on p symbols, it is a simple exercise to show that the pressure is given by
where the number λ
is the inverse of the modulus of T | Int(Ii) . For these maps, the Poincaré spectrum then satisfies the nonhomogeneous Bowen equation
Decomposing the dynamics of a Markov map.
In this section, we construct a sequence of nested Cantor sets, Λ n , n ≥ N , approximating [x 0 , x p ]. The Cantor sets satisfy two criteria. They are T -invariant and, for each n ≥ N , the dynamical system (Λ n , T ) is conjugated to a mixing topological Markov chain. All proofs are given in Section 5.
In addition, we illustrate the main steps of this construction in the example of the tent map.
Construction of the approximations. Let T be a Markov map for which the corresponding topological Markov chain (Ω, σ) is mixing. To obtain the n-th
Cantor set Λ n , we introduce gaps between the basic intervals. For each ω 0 and n > 0, the interval I ω0 is expressed as the union (3). Let I ω0ω1···ωn be the leftmost interval in this union and let B n denote the set of words corresponding to the leftmost intervals:
The set of admissible sequences not containing any word in B n ,
defines a symbolic system (Ω n , σ) which is a topological Markov chain on words of length n + 1. This system may not be mixing. However, the next statement tells us that it contains a mixing topological Markov chain if n is sufficiently large. The relevant point is that each subshift (Ω n , σ) constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.1 is conjugated to the restriction of T on the Cantor set Λ n defined as the following limit set
where the basic intervals are I n ω0 = I ω0 \ I ω0ω1···ωn , ω 0 = 0. The dynamical systems (Λ n , T ) and (Ω n , σ) are conjugated. Indeed, h| Ωn provides the conjugacy. Moreover, since Ω n is compact, totally disconnected and does not contain isolated points, so does Λ n .
To prove Theorem 3.1, we shall need the following properties of the subsets Ω n .
Lemma 4.2. For any
n ≥ N , we have Ω n ⊂ Ω n+1 .
Lemma 4.3.
There exists m ∈ N such that, for any n ≥ N , the number of nperiodic orbits of (Ω, σ) not belonging to Ω n is at most m.
be the basic intervals. Figure 1 shows the refinement of the Markov partition specified by words of length 3, namely I w0w1w2 . The basic intervals I 2 ω0 in the corresponding construction are obtained by deleting the leftmost subinterval in each original basic interval: the interval I 000 in atom I 0 and the interval I 110 in atom I 1 . As shown in Figure 1 , the intervals I In the symbolic description, removing the intervals I 000 and I 110 corresponds to forbid the words in B 2 = {000, 110}. The subshift (Ω 2 , σ) thus defined is specified by the graph shown Figure 2 . This subshift is not mixing. However, the subgraph spanned by the vertices enclosed in a box, Figure 2 , specifies a mixing subshift (Ω 2 , σ). Note that these vertices correspond to the three intervals at the bottom of Figure 1 . Consequently, the Cantor set Λ 2 is the image of the subshift Ω 2 under the semiconjugacy h from the full shift to the interval. Since there are p such points x i , the orbit of each of them is eventually periodic. As a consequence, the symbolic sequences corresponding to the points x i are eventually periodic with period at most 2p. Now, by definition of h, we have that for a given ω ∈ Ω, x ∈ I ω0···ω k for every k ≥ 0 if and only if h(ω) = x. Since x i is the leftmost point of I i , then x i belongs to I iω1···ωn for any n ∈ N. Therefore the sequenceω i := {iω 1 · · ·ω n · · · } is eventually periodic and a i , the transient word inω i , and c i , the periodic word inω i , may be chosen with lengths not larger than 2p.
In the sequel, we assume that a i and c i are the shortest words such that Lemma 5.1 holds.
To construct the subset Ω n ⊂Ω n , we shall use the following result which is a consequence of the mixing property of (Ω, σ). 
where | · | denotes the length of a word and · denotes the floor function. The integer k i n is such that each word iω 1 · · ·ω n ∈ B n contains the word (c i )
The elements of G n will be the linking words of the subset Ω n . This is ensured by the next statement. Lemma 5.3. There exists n 2 ∈ N, n 2 ≥ n 1 , such that for all n ≥ n 2 , given two words ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 0 · · · ω n in G n , for any m > n, there exists a word ω 0 · · · ω m such that the concatenated word
Proof. Let k 0 be the mixing time of (Ω, σ). Let n 2 = max{n 1 , k 0 }. Because the system (Ω, σ) is mixing, for all n ≥ n 2 and m > n, there exists a word ω 0 · · · ω m such that the concatenated word
is admissible in Ω. If this word is admissible inΩ n , there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, it contains a word in B n . In this case, applying Lemma 5.2 allows to construct a word admissible inΩ n . The procedure is the following one.
from left to right, at the first occurrence of a word in B n , we replace the first occurrence of the word (c i ) s not intersecting the
Since m > n, any word of length n + 1 in (4) cannot intersect simultaneously ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 0 · · · ω n . Hence, the procedure does not affect these words.
If the resulting word contains a word in B n , we repeat the procedure. The procedure is repeated as long as the constructed word contains a word in B n . There is a finite number of iterations after which the resulting word does not contain any word in B n . Indeed, the word to be replaced at each iteration is on the right side of the replaced word in the previous iteration. The final word does not contain any of the words (c i )
Therefore it is admissible inΩ n . Lemma 5.3 allows us to define the subset Ω n . The word ω 0 · · · ω n is said to bẽ Ω n -connected to the word ω 0 · · · ω n if there exists a word ω 0 · · · ω m such that the concatenation
is admissible inΩ n . Let C n be the set of words ω 0 · · · ω n such that each ω 0 · · · ω n is Ω n -connected to some word in G n and such that, for each ω 0 · · · ω n , there exists a word in G n which isΩ n -connected to ω 0 · · · ω n . The subset we consider is defined as follows
By definition, Ω n ⊂Ω n and the system (Ω n , σ) is a topological Markov chain (on words of length n + 1). The proof of Proposition 4.1 is completed by the following statement. 
(ii) Let ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 0 · · · ω n be two admissible words in Ω n . By definition, the word ω 0 · · · ω n can beΩ n -connected to a word ν 0 · · · ν n ∈ G n . The length of the connecting word is a most the number of words of length n + 1, i.e. p n+1 . Similarly, there exists a word ν 0 · · · ν n ∈ G n ,Ω n -connected to ω 0 · · · ω n by a word of length at most p n+1 . If n ≥ n 2 , using Lemma 5.3, ν 0 · · · ν n can beΩ n -connected to ν 0 · · · ν n by a word of arbitrary length larger than n.
Consequently, any two admissible words in Ω n of length n can be connected by a word of arbitrary length larger than 2p n+1 + n. It follows that the system (Ω n , σ) is mixing. The lemma then holds with N = max{n 2 , n 4 }.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.
Let ω 0 · · · ω n and ω 1 · · · ω n+1 be two words in C n . Since the definition of G n implies the inclusion
Moreover, if a word of length n + 1 admissible in Ω does not belong to B n , then none of its extensions of length n + 2 belongs to B n+1 . ThereforeΩ n ⊂Ω n+1 .
Consequently, the word ω 0 · · · ω n+1 isΩ n+1 -connected to a word in G n+1 . Similarly, there exists a word in G n+1 ,Ω n+1 -connected to ω 0 · · · ω n+1 and hence the word ω 0 · · · ω n+1 belongs to C n+1 .
Proof of Lemma 4.3.
Any word of length n + 1 admissible in Ω but not admissible in Ω n contains one of the words (c i )
Consequently, the number of admissible words of length n + 1 not admissible in Ω n is not larger than
Proof of Proposition 4.4.
Since Ω n ⊂ Ω, we have
The proof consists in obtaining an upper bound for
Let n ≥ N and k ≥ n. As argued in the proof of Lemma 4.3, a word of length k +1 admissible in Ω but not admissible in Ω n contains (c i ) j for some j ≥ k i n −s and i ∈ {0, · · · , p − 1}. Therefore, to each word of length k + 1 in Ω, there corresponds a collection χ (which may be empty) of disjoint intervals
be the set of all such collections and let S χ be the set of all words of length k + 1 with the same associated collection χ. Changing the ordering of the summation in Z k (ϕ, Ω), we have
Lemma 5.2 allows us to map each word in S χ to a word admissible in Ω n . Indeed, each word ω r l · · · ω r l is a concatenation of copies of (c i )
n −s and of (c i ) j for some j < k i n − s. In each of these copies, the last occurrence of (c i ) s is replaced by c i b i c i . This can be done since k i n −s ≥ s when n ≥ N and the resulting word, sayω 0 · · ·ω k , is admissible in Ω n because s ≥ 3. Given χ, this procedure defines a one-to-one map.
Since ϕ is Hölder continuous, there exists D > 0 and θ ∈ (0, 1) such that
where c(ω, ω ) is the length of the largest common prefix of ω and ω . Consider the sequences ω ∈ [ω 0 · · · ω k ] andω ∈ [ω 0 · · ·ω k ] whereω 0 · · ·ω k is the word obtained by the procedure described above and where
Let m n = min i∈{0,··· ,p−1}
This happens at most k + 1 times in the previous sum. Now, c(σ j ω, σ jω ) = with 1 ≤ < m n only if the word ω j · · · ω j+mn−1 has been affected by the procedure. For each , this happens at most k+1 mn times when j runs from 0 to k. Similarly, c(σ j ω, σ jω ) = 0 happens at most max
mn . Therefore, the inequality (5) becomes
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which implies the following inequality
and the right hand side equals
We have
and the Proposition follows from the next statement.
Proof. Each collection χ can be encoded by a word in {0, 1} k+1 as follows. We assign the symbol 0 to each site belonging to an interval in χ, and the symbol 1 to other sites. Using this coding, C n,k is in one-to-one correspondence with the set
. Now, if a word of length m n in C n,k contains 1's, then these symbols have to be consecutive. Consequently, C n,k is a subset of
Let k, k ≥ n. Any element of B n,k+k is the concatenation of an element of B n,k and an element of B n,k . Hence we have
and using a sub-additivity argument, it follows that the limit lim
Any element of B n,kmn is the concatenation of k elements of A n . Therefore, we have
Moreover, we have
and then
6. Proof of Theorem 3.1. We compute the Poincaré spectrum of (I, T ) by taking coverings by images of cylinders of (Ω, σ) (which we also call cylinders) rather than balls. We denote the outer measure M(α, q, Y, B) and the spectrum α c (q, Y, B) when using covers by balls, and M(α, q, Y, C) and the spectrum α c (q, Y, C) when using covers by cylinders. In the case of a map on a Cantor set Λ ⊂ R conjugated to a specified subshift, it was proved in [2] that
The corresponding statement in our framework is the following. 
where the Λ n are the Cantor sets constructed in Section 4.
The monotonicity of the pressure implies that, for each n ≥ N , we have P Ωn (α c (q, I) log λ) ≥ q, and then by Proposition 4.4 we have P Ω (α c (q, I) log λ) ≥ q. On the other hand, if α < α c (q, I), then there exists n α such that P Ωn (α log λ) ≤ q, n ≥ n α , and thus P Ω (α log λ) ≤ q. Finally, the continuity of P Ω (α log λ) with α implies that P Ω (α c (q, I) log λ) ≤ q, and the Theorem follows.
Remark. If we consider a measure with support the full interval, we observe that the set ∞ n=N Λ n does not contain any typical point. However, Proposition 6.1 states that this set has full dimension α c (q, I) for every q ≥ 0. In particular, this set has full Hausdorff dimension, q = 0, and full topological entropy, α c (h top , I) = 0. for some δ > 0 implies that P Ωn (ϕ) ≤ δ log λ max for all n ≥ N . Using Proposition 4.4, the previous condition then implies P Ω (ϕ) ≤ δ log λ max and then M (α, q, Λ e , B ) < A, and A does not depend on . Since the result holds for any > 0, equality (8) follows.
